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26 August 2021
Mr Tim Mills
Inquiry Secretary
Parliament House, HOBART 7000
Dear Chair and Committee Members
iRAP Submission to Tasmanian Road Safety Inquiry
The International Road Assessment Programme (iRAP), as a global charity with the vision for a world
free of high-risk roads, welcomes the opportunity to provide this submission in response to the
Tasmanian Road Safety Inquiry. Austroads leads the local programme in Australia known as AusRAP,
working in partnership with the Federal, State and Local Governments, ARRB, Mobility Clubs and
other stakeholders to make Australian roads and streets safer.
Firstly I would like to express my sympathy for the 36 people who were killed in 2020 and the 284
Tasmanian’s who suffered life-changing injuries last year. The harsh reality is based on these results
and a high-level analysis of likely road injuries in Tasmania you can expect 11,160 Tasmanians will be
killed or injured in road crashes over the next Decade. 360 mostly young people will be killed, 80 will
suffer severe brain injury and a further 662 will have mild brain injuries, 1,578 fractures to the limb,
959 with internal injuries, 132 with spinal injuries and 2,758 soft tissue injuries1.
In addition to the personal tragedy the financial cost to the Tasmania health system, business,
families and economy will be in excess of $6.3 billion over the next ten years. The solutions to ensure
this does not happen are both cost effective and proven and an urgency and scale to your reponse is
essential for the individuals concerned and the economy. There is no trade-off between health and
public safety when it comes to investing in safer 3-star or better roads for all road users. They will
save lives, save money and create jobs.
Your Government is to be commended on the great investment on the Midland Highway to bring
this critical corridor to an AusRAP 3-star or better standard2. That same success can be recreated
and celebrated across Tasmania with a cost-effective investment in safer roadsides, separation of
flows, improved intersections, better provision for pedestrians and cyclists and safer speeds.
I look forward to helping the Government and all the key stakeholders in Tasmania make the most of
that win-win-win investment for the benefit of all Tasmanians as part of your AusRAP programme.
Yours sincerely

Rob McInerney
CEO, iRAP
1
https://www.vaccinesforroads.org/human-impact/ adapted for Tasmanian data
2
https://www.midlandhighway.tas.gov.au/about_the_action_plan
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Introduction and background https://www.irap.org/
iRAP is a UK registered global charity with the vision for a world free of high-risk
roads. The charity provides the global standard for infrastructure safety
performance monitoring as recommended by WHO Member States, UN agencies,
the International Transport Forum of the OECD, Global Infrastructure Hub, the World
Bank, European Investment Bank and other national governments and multi-lateral
development agencies. The specifications, systems and supporting software are
provided in a free-to-air environment for all partners to use. Global partners
contribute to the continuous enhancement and improvement of the programme for
the mutual benefit of all partners.
The AusRAP programme in Australia has been active since 2004 and was the first RAP
programme outside Europe. The programme is currently governed by an MOU
agreement between the Australian State, Territory and Local Government road
agencies represented by Austroads, ARRB, AAA and iRAP. Austroads research has
helped underpin the global evidence base used in the models and the formal
transition to Austroads programme leadership will be announced shortly.
Tasmanian and Australian
experts have also helped
shape the global
programme that now
reaches 100+ countries,
1,000,000km+ of roads
and has made over A$100
billion of road investment
safer worldwide from
school entrances to major
freeways and toll-roads.

www.irap.org
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Key Recommendations
A summary of key recommendations for the Inquiry to consider:
1. Formally establish an AusRAP leadership team in Tasmania (Department of State
Growth, Transport Tasmania, LGA Tasmania, Tasmania Police, MAIB, RACT, ARRB
and others) and contribute to the national programme chaired by Austroads.
2. Produce and publish the AusRAP Crash Risk Maps on an annual basis for all roads
across the State (refer UK example).
3. Publish Star Rating assessments on the state highway network and commit to reassessments every 3-5 years to monitor performance and set the priorities for the
following 5 years (refer EU legislation).
4. Set ambitious and achievable % of travel Star Rating targets for 2025 and 2030 for
the State (e.g. 90% of travel at 3-star or better) that meet and ideally exceed
those set in the National Road Safety Strategy (to be published later this year).
5. Commit to the regular assessment and publication of Star Ratings on highervolume local government roads and where crash rates are high and very high
(based on the AusRAP Risk Maps) with associated targeted investment in
upgrades to and ensure state-wide 3-star or better targets are met for each road
user group (pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists and vehicle occupants).
6. Require the before and after Star Rating of all new road and transport
infrastructure to be reported along with an estimate of the deaths and injuries
and associated costs likely over the effective life of the treatment.
7. Set appropriate Star Rating performance targets for all new and upgraded road
and transport infrastructure (e.g. 4-star or better for state highways; 4-star or
better for pedestrians and cyclists around schools, town centres).
8. Development a long-term results-based Investment Plan that optimises the
investment in infrastructure solutions and associated speed management
activities to reach the Star Rating targets by 2025 and 2030.
9. Spot Star Ratings completed at crash scenes to better inform safe system
outcomes and discussions with the community to reinforce that some roads are
safer than others and due care is needed.
10. Work with MAIB to model the claim costs and injury types alongside the AusRAP
Risk Mapping and Star Rating data to inform future high-return investments (e.g.
Severe brain injury rates on 1-star versus 4-star roads and where to invest).

www.irap.org
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AusRAP Outputs & Partnerships
The AusRAP Programme began in Victoria in 2004 (the first programme outside of Europe)
and has now extended to every State and Territory with more than 300,000km of
assessments completed by State and Local Government Agencies, Motoring Clubs,
Austroads and ARRB. The partnership benefits from, and contributes to, the global iRAP
partnerships that are in place in over 100 countries worldwide. Examples of AusRAP partner
activity in Australia are provided below.
One major opportunity that remains for the Government in Tasmania is to “ribbon-cut” the
3-star and better road upgrades along the Midlands Highway and celebrate the
achievements of all the partners working on the project over the 10 year plan. New Risk
Mapping results should also demonstrate improvements that should be celebrated.

Midlands Highway success story

RACV led assessments (Victoria)

www.irap.org

AusRAP Risk Mapping 2016

VicRoads and TAC led analysis
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The human impact of road trauma in Tasmania
iRAP believe that a lack of visibility of the true human impact of road crashes has created
the apathy and under-investment we have seen to date. Shining a spotlight on the true
impact of road trauma has been a focus of the charity, and partnerships with organisations
like MAIB can allow that to happen.
The Vaccines for Roads resource has been designed to support this discussion and
demonstrate that fatalities are just the tip of the iceberg. The data is now being used by
iRAP, the World Bank, International Finance Corporation and FIA to drive pension fund and
private-sector investment in road safety impact bonds and Impact Investment to save lives
worldwide. A projection of the likely injury burden in Tasmania over the next ten years
(based on 2020 outcomes) is shown below.

The likely Human and Financial Impact in Tasmania over the next 10 years

https://www.vaccinesforroads.org/global-impact-of-injuries/
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The personal impact of road trauma
The human impact of road trauma is also personal…..Thanks to the TAC in Victoria and other
global partners the true personal impact of road trauma has been able to be shared because every life counts!
https://www.vaccinesforroads.org/human-impact/
http://www.tac.vic.gov.au/road-safety/statistics/online-crash-database/irap-road-injury-dashboard

https://www.vaccinesforroads.org/human-impact/
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AusRAP - Australian Inspiration

National Star Rating Policy Targets – TIC

Statewide Vehicle Star Ratings – TMR

Safer Roads Investment Plans

www.irap.org
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Global first Ai-RAP Partnership to use
big data and artificial intelligence to
generate low-cost, scalable RAP data
underway with MRWA, Transport for
NSW and the iMove CRC will support
AusRAP KPI measures

LiDAR Data and AiRAP data collection (TomTom / Anditi)

Safe System Opportunities – 5-star users on 5-star roads in 5-star vehicles

www.irap.org
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iRAP and Inspiration from the world
https://www.vaccinesforroads.org/case-studies-of-success/

OECD
The relationship between Star Ratings and crash costs per kilometre travelled

https://www.oecd.org/publications/zero-road-deaths-and-serious-injuries-9789282108055-en.htm

UN agreed minimum Star Rating Standards for new and existing roads

Member State agreed Global Road Safety Performance Targets
https://www.who.int/roadsafety/publications/en/

www.irap.org
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Global Innovation
Within the safe system context iRAP is working with the European Union and other
partners to ensure the combined performance of new driver assistance technologies,
vehicle safety standards, road design standards and technology / ITS deployment are
implemented to minimise the occurrence of death and injury. For further details see
https://eurorap.org/slain-project/.

A range of Global Innovation partnerships are also underway
https://irap.org/innovation/ and the free 2021 iRAP Innovation Workshop will be
held on October 7 and 14 with the Inquiry members very welcome to attend
https://irap.org/2021/08/registration-open-2021-innovation-workshop-withregional-road-safety-observatories-data-driven-innovation-to-save-lives/

www.irap.org
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iRAP Global Innovation Partnerships – Tasmania welcome!!

www.irap.org
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Annual Risk Maps and Performance Tracking
Ready examples of the annual risk mapping approach are available from countries
like the UK and Spain and highlight the potential of this approach to support
transparent performance tracking. This can ensure success can be celebrated when
high -risk roads become low-risk – and also to continuously target any persistently
high-risk roads.
Refer to the following overseas examples for more information:
• https://roadsafetyfoundation.org/building-back-safer-2/
• https://eurorap.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/20170608-5-EuroRAP-inSpain-L-Puerto.pdf
• http://www.kiwirap.org.nz/risk_maps.html

EuroRAP UK Risk Mapping Dashboard

www.irap.org
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Risk Distribution per billion kilometre travelled (UK)

% of travel on low to high crash rates by road type (UK)

www.irap.org
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Performance Tracking (KiwiRAP)

Spanish Risk Maps – the improvement from 2004 – 2014

www.irap.org
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Star Rating for Schools
If we can make a road safe for a child it is safe for everyone.
Together with global partners like FIA Foundation, FedEx, 3M, UNICEF, FIA clubs like
RACT and others, iRAP is supporting the global application of Star Rating for Schools.
https://www.starratingforschools.org/

www.irap.org
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Australian International Partnerships
iRAP is already actively supporting the Global Infrastructure Hub and also DFAT with
positive economic, aid and trade related activities including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

The G20 Quality Infrastructure guidance
The Australia-India Infrastructure Council
Road infrastructure safety in Vietnam
AusRAP and IndiaRAP twinning partnerships

This could be actively expanded with PacificRAP and AusRAP partnerships to deliver
3-star and better roads across the Pacific; Integrating the IndonesiaRAP development
in Indonesia with the KIAT activities and the IndiaRAP and AusRAP twinning
expansion for industry level cooperation and partnerships.

Appendix A: Road Infrastructure Key Performance Indicators using
the iRAP Global Standard
The following pages outline the global Safer Roads / Road Infrastructure KPIs
recommended for use globally as part of the iRAP Global Standard and the UN Global
Road Safety Performance Targets. This work is informing target and KPI setting
across Europe and worldwide through the Regional Road Safety Observatories in
Latin America, Africa and Asia. Global alignment on these KPIs will also ensure AiRAP initiatives to ensure big-data approaches to streamline data collection is
immediately available for all partners to benefit from in Tasmania and Australiawide.
The approach will also allow simple benchmarking with other countries (e.g.
performance of Australian motorways versus French, Spanish and UK Motorways;
pedestrian star ratings in inner CBD areas comparing Stockholm versus Hobart and
Launceston) or internally comparing Midlands Highway versus Bass Highway for
vehicles and Bruny Island, Devonport and the City Sights route in Launceston for
pedestrians and cyclists. Can Hobart be the first 5-star city for pedestrians in
Australia?

www.irap.org
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Road Infrastructure Key Performance Indicators
using the iRAP Global Standard
Harmonisation of road safety data is a major focus of all stakeholders across the world. This includes
fatality and injury data; road infrastructure performance data; vehicle performance data; road user
behaviour data; and post-crash response data.
The recommended road infrastructure Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) will ensure harmonised
collection of data in support of the following:
•

the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

•

the 12 Global Road Safety Performance Targets agreed by Member States;

•

the EU RISM Directive;

•

the Regional Road Safety Observatories;

•

WHO Global Status Report on Road Safety;

•

the Sum4All initiative; and

•

policies and strategies set by Governments, development organisations, donors and NGOs
worldwide.

Member State agreed Global Road Safety Performance Targets
https://www.who.int/roadsafety/publications/en/

About iRAP
iRAP is a registered charity. The iRAP specifications, methodologies and software provide the global
standard with all resources published in the public domain for free use by partners globally
(https://www.irap.org/resources/). The iRAP methodologies are overseen by an independent Global
Policy Advisory Committee and Global Technical Committee, and are supported with training courses
and an accreditation scheme for partners and suppliers worldwide.

www.irap.org
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The iRAP Global Standard
iRAP methodologies have been applied by partners in more than 100 countries across more than
1 million kilometres of road. These safety assessments are informing more than US$75 billion of road
investment and provide harmonised road infrastructure KPI’s for the mutual benefit of all stakeholders
worldwide. Local ownership and application of the iRAP Global Standard is encouraged and
supported in every country. To date, more than 25,000 people have participated in training,
workshops and presentations on iRAP content.
The global iRAP standard provides numerous benefits including:
•

an objective, evidence-based approach to assessing infrastructure related risk that all
jurisdictions and stakeholders can access;

•

a way to benchmark performance between jurisdictions and road classes;

•

a mechanism to fast-track safety assessments through innovative initiatives such as linkages
to road asset data; Ai-RAP and the light data methodology; and

•

alignment with the UN, WHO, EU, PIARC and multi-lateral development bank policies and
recommendations.

Achieving UN Targets 3 and 4 by 2030 will mean

To understand what achieving the KPIs would mean for your country,
see iRAP’s Business Case for Safer Roads.

For more information
•

To learn more about IRAP and its global programmes and activities, visit irap.org

•

To apply the Step by Step Approach to Safer Roads with the KPIs providing the confidence to
invest and the metrics to measure success, visit vaccinesforroads.org/take-action/

•

To understand the human impact of road crashes, how safe the world’s roads are and what is
possible for your country – in terms of fatal and serious injuries prevented and economic
savings that could be achieved by maximising the percentage of travel on 3-star or better
roads by 2030 - explore iRAP’s Big Data Tool at vaccinesforroads.org

•

To learn about or establish an iRAP programme in your country or state, contact your local
representative by visiting the where we work map at irap.org/about-us/

•

For details on iRAP’s protocols and how to apply them to your infrastructure projects, visit
irap.org/how-we-can-help/

•

For training to support achieving the KPIs, visit irap.org/training/

www.irap.org
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GLOBAL ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPI’S) –
EXISTING ROADS
Crash Data
iRAP
Global
Standard
Crash Risk
Mapping
Crash Risk
Mapping

Protocol /
Attribute
Collective
Crash Risk
Maps
Individual
Crash Risk
Maps

Primary KPI

Current
Global
Performance

2030 Target

Percentage of road length with < XXX fatal and
serious crashes per kilometre per year

To be set by
jurisdiction

Percentage of road length with < XXX fatal and
serious crashes per billion vehicle kilometres
travelled

To be set by
jurisdiction

Extended Metrics (with primary
performance measure in bold)
% in each category (low, lowmedium, medium, medium-high
and high risk)
% in each category (low, lowmedium, medium, medium-high
and high risk)

Infrastructure and Speed Management for existing roads (Global Road Safety Performance Target 4)
iRAP
Global
Standard

Protocol /
Attribute

Star
Rating

Pedestrian
Star Rating

Star
Rating

Bicyclist Star
Rating

Star
Rating

Motorcyclist
Star Rating

Star
Rating

Vehicle
Occupant
Star Rating

www.irap.org

Primary KPI (Refer
https://www.vaccinesforroads.org/ for sample of
global and national performance)
Percentage of travel on 3-star or better roads for
pedestrians

Current
Global
Performance

2030 Target

12 %

>75%

Percentage of travel on 3-star or better roads for
cyclists

14 %

>75%

Percentage of travel on 3-star or better roads for
motorcyclists

33 %

>75%

Percentage of travel on 3-star or better roads for
vehicle occupants

56 %

>75%
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Extended Metrics (with primary
performance measure in bold)
% of length and % of travel in each
category (5-star, 4-star, 3-star, 2star, 1-star)
% of length and % of travel in each
category (5-star, 4-star, 3-star, 2star, 1-star)
% of length and % of travel in each
category (5-star, 4-star, 3-star, 2star, 1-star)
% of length and % of travel in each
category (5-star, 4-star, 3-star, 2star, 1-star)

INFRASTRUCTURE ATTRIBUTE PERFORMANCE KPIS – BY ROAD LENGTH*
iRAP Global
Standard
iRAP Coding
Manual
iRAP Coding
Manual

iRAP Coding
Manual
iRAP Coding
Manual

iRAP Coding
Manual
iRAP Coding
Manual
iRAP Coding
Manual

iRAP Coding
Manual
iRAP Coding
Manual
iRAP Coding
Manual
iRAP Coding
Manual
Star Rating for
Schools

Protocol /
Attribute
Sidewalk;
Operating Speed
Pedestrian
crossing –
inspected road;
Operating Speed
Pedestrian
crossing quality;
Operating Speed
Facilities for
motorised two
wheelers;
Operating Speed
Bicycle facility;
Operating Speed
Median Type;
Operating Speed
Roadside severity
(object &
distance);
Operating Speed
Curvature;
Operating Speed
Intersection Type;
Operating Speed
Intersection Type;
Operating Speed
Number of lanes;
Operating Speed
Pedestrian Star
Rating

Primary KPI (Refer https://www.vaccinesforroads.org/ for sample of global
and national performance)
Percentage of roads where pedestrians are present and traffic flows at
40km/h (25mph) or more have formal footpaths or sidewalks
Percentage of roads where pedestrians cross and traffic flows at 40km/h
(25mph) or more have pedestrian crossing facilities

15%

Percentage of pedestrian crossings that are adequately signed or
maintained

88%

Percentage of roads where motorcyclists are present and traffic flows at
60km/h (40mph) or more have dedicated motorcycle facilities

1%

Percentage of roads where bicyclists are present and traffic flows at 40km/h
(25mph) or more have dedicated bicycle facilities
Percentage of roads where traffic flows at 80km/h (50mph) or more have
divided carriageways
Percentage of roads where traffic flows at 80km/h (50mph) or more have
low-risk roadsides

9%

Percentage of roads where traffic flows at 80km/h (50mph) or more do not
have sharp curves
Percentage of intersections where traffic flows at 60km/h (40mph) or
more have turning provision
Percentage of railway crossings where traffic flows at 60km/h (40mph) or
more have active protection
Percentage of roads where traffic flows at 80km/h (50mph) or more have
dedicated overtaking provision
Percentage of school star rating data points that are 3-star or better for
children

* potential to present by % of travel where volume data is available and reliable.

www.irap.org

Current Global
Performance
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2030 Target

8%

19%
21%

97%
27%
47%
35%
?%

To be set by
jurisdictions

GLOBAL ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
– NEW AND UPGRADED ROADS
Infrastructure and Speed Management for New and Upgraded Roads (Global Road Safety Performance Target 3)

iRAP
Global
Standard

Protocol /
Attribute

Primary KPI (Refer
https://www.vaccinesforroads.org/ for sample of
global and national performance)

Current
Global
Performance*

2030 Target

Star
Rating

Pedestrian
Star Rating

Percentage of travel on new or upgraded roads that
are 3-star or better roads for pedestrians

?%

100%

Star
Rating

Bicyclist Star
Rating

Percentage of travel on new or upgraded roads that
are 3-star or better roads for cyclists

?%

100%

Star
Rating

Motorcyclist
Star Rating

Percentage of travel on new or upgraded roads that
are 3-star or better roads for motorcyclists

?%

100%

Star
Rating

Vehicle
Occupant
Star Rating

Percentage of travel on new or upgraded roads that
are 3-star or better roads for vehicle occupants

?%

100%

Extended Metrics (with primary
performance measure in bold)
% of length and % of travel in each
category (5-star, 4-star, 3-star, 2star, 1-star)
% of length and % of travel in each
category (5-star, 4-star, 3-star, 2star, 1-star)
% of length and % of travel in each
category (5-star, 4-star, 3-star, 2star, 1-star)
% of length and % of travel in each
category (5-star, 4-star, 3-star, 2star, 1-star)

* Regular measurement of existing road networks (e.g. every 5 years as legislated in Europe) will provide an opportunity to measure progress; World Bank
GRSF is currently undertaking a worldwide project measuring progress; The recently launched Star Rating for Designs tool supports performance tracking.

www.irap.org
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Risk Mapping Examples

EuroRAP UK Risk Mapping

KiwiRAP Risk Mapping

Star Rating and iRAP Attribute Data Examples

vaccinesforroads.org/how-safe-are-the-worlds-roads/

www.irap.org
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